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Top reasons to upgrade
to Infor SunSystems Cloud
The new release of Infor® SunSystems Cloud offers advanced tools that enable you to work faster, more flexibly,
and more efficiently. Demonstrating Infor’s commitment to designing innovative solutions, we continue to make
significant investments in the development and new functionality of our applications. We help our customers
solve their toughest business challenges with a secure and reliable platform that enables quick responses
to opportunities, regulations, and innovation.
With cloud-based software, you can focus on the work you do best, letting the pros handle the tech side of things.
Your trusted cloud partner will handle back-ups, upgrades, and security, so your mission-critical systems and data
stay up-to-date and safe. Plus, you get new solutions deployed quickly with the flexibility to add new applications
as needed.
More than just a modern financial system, SunSystems® in a cloud environment delivers improved collaboration,
security, and a lower total cost of ownership.
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Get current

Keep employees engaged

If you’re currently running Infor SunSystems v6 (or older) you
should consider migrating to the latest release to keep your
systems current, benefit from automated updates to get the
latest releases immediately, improve disaster recovery with less
potential downtime, optimize performance with automated
hardware scaling, and enjoy more automation and integrations
for faster deployments.

To support your efforts to find and retain top talent, technology
must be seen by your employees as an asset, rather than an
obstacle. Software that looks better generally works better,
which boosts productivity, increases user satisfaction, and
improves decision-making. This isn’t to suggest that you should
choose good-looking software that doesn’t serve your needs.
You no longer have to sacrifice usability for functionality. You
can have the best of both worlds with modern digital solutions.

Go global
With localizations and new features for collaboration, you get
a strong, flexible finance model capable of supporting global
enterprise growth. Infor provides visibility across all areas
of your business and allows you to more easily meet local
reporting requirements.

Lower total cost of ownership
By moving to the Infor Cloud, you’ll be able to reduce the
burden of managing your on-premises environment, increase
security, and reduce operational costs.

Make upgrades nearly seamless
Focus on what you do best
With cloud-based software, you get new solutions deployed
quickly, as well as the ability to add new applications as needed.
Because your partner handles backups, upgrades, and security,
all of your critical systems and data remains secure.

With a cloud-based solution, you can streamline your IT
operations and reduce your need to manage a complex IT
infrastructure, such as applying patches and performing
regression testing. Infor manages the environment for you
and provides automated tooling for transitioning to the next
current release.

Improve collaboration
Collaboration is a cornerstone of most successful businesses.
With the virtual nature of today’s workforce, it has become
even more important. You may have team members, partners,
investors, or subcontractors spread out across all over the
country and even all over the world. Even if your workforce
is all local, they expect to be able to work anytime and from
anywhere. Give them the digital solutions to do just that.
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Modernize finance capabilities
Next-generation capabilities allow you to better address key
pain points within your finance, accounting, and procurement
operations with complete integration and near-real time
analytics across your entire operational platform. These
capabilities include world-class budgeting and planning tightly
integrated with finance functions. SunSystems automates key
processes, such as accounts payable and invoice processing.
The solution features enhanced business process workflows
and collaboration. With a seamless user experience,
SunSystems is easier to use and deploy.
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Features and benefits delivered by
SunSystems Cloud
Every aspect of SunSystems has been improved, modernized,
and simplified.
From design to production, an easy-to-use environment
• Experience modern intuitive navigation
• Create real-time queries and drill back to the
source transaction
• Easily find relevant information and get that data
delivered automatically
• Reduce training time and increase productivity
Get business insights through a variety of channels
• Leverage robust embedded business intelligence tools

Secured access to SunSystems documents across
the ecosystem
• Attach documents directly to the related transactions with
Infor Document Management (IDM)
• Automatically capture, authorize, and archive any kind
of business document contextually
• Search and retrieve those documents whenever they
are required
• Save time, money, and storage space, as well as comply
with increasing regulations
• Allow customers, suppliers, and employees to access and
interact with the core SunSystems solution via the external
web portal
• Leverage self-service capabilities
• Reduce internal administration and limit the number
of queries

• Conduct sophisticated analytics with web dashboards
and a self-service front-end

Improve processes between entities and systems

• Take advantage of real-time data integration with Infor Query
and Analysis, a Microsft Excel-based tool

• Apply amendments to the primary entity to all specified
secondary entities

• Enjoy an improved centralization of data

• Leverage improved process efficiency

Easily integrate with other Infor and third-party solutions
• Manage cross-application workflows and event management
• Get deeper insight across application process flows
• Improve proactive, preemptive control
• Seamlessly integrate your business applications to eliminate
operational silos

• Reduce re-keying errors
• Flexibly configure currencies according to your reporting
and analysis needs
• Support five currencies per transaction
• Record transactions and provide reporting and analysis
in different currencies
• Store and report on a further ten attributes associated
with a “T” code
• Report analysis codes with Infor Query and Analysis
for SunSystems
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Experience more than just a financial system

C APABILITIES

Core financial management
SunSystems latest functionality enhancements
Modern, intuitive graphical user interface
Enterprise data management
Supply chain management
Social business collaboration (Infor Ming.le®)
Infor OS workflow, alerts, and process management
Customer and vendor portals
Intercompany management
Enhanced cloud and mobile capability
Partner solution integration
Business intelligence and reporting
Q&A 11.3 latest functionalities enhancement
Scalability for business growth
Cost optimization
Automatic updates for security and technology compatibility
New consumer-grade user experience

Old
versions

SunSystems 6.4
on-premises/hosted

SunSystems Cloud
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